Miss Niemeyer’s  3rd Grade Newsletter
Our Home and School Connection
11.16.12
I am looking forward to staying after school for the Christmas Concert on Tuesday. I think Christmas concerts put one in the holiday spirit!
Writing
This week, the students wrote descriptive Christmas sentences in the shape of a tree. They were challenged to add specific part of speech to each line. The sentences are displayed on our third grade door!
Christmas Shop begins next week at school. The students will be able to shop on their own and buy Christmas gifts for members of their family. 

Spelling
Words

	spoon

groom
crook
mistook
droopy
bamboo
blood
mood
booming
troop
booth
storybook
cookbook
scooter
snoop


I will randomly choose five commonly misspelled words from the previous weeks. 


Commonly Misspelled Words

below  now  does  asked  until with 
never  our  might  every  different  getting  just  saw  few  again  since  little  another  thought  about  that  have  
Animal Reports
We will finish our animal cereal box reports next week. The students will be introduced to a rubric and will be graded on specific things. They will also write peer comments to one another as they admire each others creativity and research. 
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Multiplication
We only have a few more facts to learn! The third graders are grasping the multiplication facts very well. 

It is still important they practice multiplication flashcards each night so they can retain all of the facts. If this skill isn’t practiced daily it will only make division that much harder. 
Thank you!
 
Class Website
www.niemeyernews.weebly.com

Novel Study 
Chocolate Fever

We will be switching gears next week and reading a class novel. The students will have reading assignments at home each night. Please sit next to your child and listen to them read or read with them. After the chapter ask them comprehension questions such as: who, what, where, when and why to make sure they understand what they are reading. They will greatly benefit from the special time with you and their reading skills will enhance. 
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